The evolution of the species

Serviform was established to give a daily service to the diemaking, diecutting and printing industries with the supply of machines, computerised systems and solutions.

Serviform è nata per servire quotidianamente i fustellifici, le cartotecniche e gli stampatori, con materiali, macchine, sistemi e soluzioni.

Technical specifications can change without notice.
Le specifiche tecniche possono variare senza preavviso.
The most flexible and popular bender now in its full evolution. Unica 355 Evo with completely new software and control. We developed a new machine starting from the mechanics of the Unica 355.

Faster drive and even more accurate output. The bender for the dieshop which needs flexibility, reliability and high quality output.

Unica 355 Evo comes with the latest development of our software for die preparation. Based upon Windows® OS the PC takes only information from the graphic environment. Machine control is now managed by industrial PLC. As easy to use as it used to now the Unica 355 Evo software allows to select and define dies faster and in a smarter/ more efficient way. Radically new user interface makes the manufacturing of dies even easier.

All the punching operations are performed by three “new generation” multiple cartridges. Pneumatically driven, these cartridges allow for multiple operations (i.e. cutting, lipping, notching, bending, marking, deformation) saving on precious space and increasing production speed.

Upon request now the diemaker can have a double in-line broaching unit which reduces the time required for the production of high tolerance dies for the folding carton industry. Thanks to the broaching minimum radiiases are now smaller and the quality level of the dies obtained is increased.

Unica 355 Evo increases flexibility: steel rule from 20,00 to 60,00 can be processed; the first and the third punching station are now motorised; the cartridge position automatically fits with the steel rule height used. Bridge height adjustable directly from front panel.